STAND AGREEMENT for AGROEXPO 2019
COMPANY NAME :
ADDRESS & POST CODE :
CITY & COUNTRY :
CONTACT NAME :
POSITION :
PHONE :
MOBILE PHONE :
FAX :
WEBSITE :
EMAIL :
( ) Manufacturer
( ) Importer
( ) Wholesaler
( ) Association
( ) Other (Please explain):

( ) Exporter
( ) Service Provider

( ) Co-Exhibitor Name (If available) :
We herewith apply for inclusion of the following firm that would like to participate on our stand as coexhibitor with its own exhibits and personnel.
Participation by co-exhibitor is subject to exhibition charges (EUR 280.00)

INVOICE NAME & ADDRESS :
PRODUCT GROUPS :

SIGNATURE & STAMP :
NAME & SURNAME :
DATE :
Signature of this document constitutes legally binding acceptance of the Exhibition Conditions and Regulations.
This Fair organized by the approval of Union Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey according the law number 5174
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Orion Fuarcılık ve Tanıtım Hizmetleri A.Ş.
Onur Mah. Zambak Sok. No:21/A , 35330 Balçova-İzmir / TURKEY
Tel: +90 232 444 0 476 / +90 533 134 20 67
Fax: +90 232 277 39 04 e-mail: international@orionfair.com

STAND AGREEMENT for AGROEXPO 2019
COMPANY NAME:
We hereby request to take part in Agroexpo 2019 with the surface indicated below:
Stand Number:
Total area m2 :
(minimum 12 m2)
STAND TYPE

SPACE ONLY
(without stand
construction, 1 Fair
catalogue)

M2

Row Stand
(1 side open)

Corner Stand
(2 sides open)

Peninsula Stad
(3 sides open)

12 - 50 m2

156 EURO

163 EURO

168 EURO

Island Stand
(4 sides
open)
182 EURO

51 - 100 m2

150 EURO

156 EURO

163 EURO

175 EURO

101 - ... m2

136 EURO

143 EURO

150 EURO

156 EURO

12 - 50 m2

175 EURO

181 EURO

188 EURO

201 EURO

51 - 100 m2

168 EURO

176 EURO

181 EURO

196 EURO

101 - ... m2

156 EURO

163 EURO

168 EURO

181 EURO

12 - 50 m2

208 EURO

221 EURO

228 EURO

240 EURO

51 - 100 m2

201 EURO

214 EURO

221 EURO

233 EURO

101 - ... m2

196 EURO

201 EURO

208 EURO

214 EURO

FULL SERVICE STAND
(a stand name, furniture,
carpet, a power socket,
lightining in every 3m2, 2
chairs, 1 table, 1 dustbin, 1
Fair catalogue)

SUPERIOR STAND
(10cm*10cm Maxima
Material, stand name on
the 3m2 glass, carpet, a
power socket, 150 Watt
White lightining in every
5m2, 2 chairs, 1 table, 1
dustbin, 1 Fair catalogue)
TERM OF PAYMENTS

BANK DETAILS ( EURO ):
BANK NAME: HALKBANK
ACCOUNT NAME: ORİON FUARCILIK VE TANITIM
TOTAL PRICE :
HİZMETLERİ A.Ş.
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 58000041
* (100 % of the payment of total price ) in two weeks after signing
BRANCH CODE: Balçova-723
the contract.
SWIFT CODE: TRHBTR2A
***The prices are valid between 27.04.2018 - 05.01.2019
IBAN NUMBER: TR230001200972300058000041
Signature of this document constitutes legally binding acceptance of the Exhibition Conditions and Regulations.
This Fair organized by the approval of Union Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey according the law number 5174
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Orion Fuarcılık ve Tanıtım Hizmetleri A.Ş.
Onur Mah. Zambak Sok. No:21/A , 35330 Balçova-İzmir / TURKEY
Tel: +90 232 444 0 476 / +90 533 134 20 67
Fax: +90 232 277 39 04 e-mail: international@orionfair.com

STAND AGREEMENT for 14th AGROEXPO 7-10 February 2019
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION

I.Definitions
1) PARTIES: This contract is performed by and between Orion Fuarcılık ve
Tanıtım Hizmetleri A.Ş. dwelling in the address of Onur Mah. Zambak Sok.
No:21/A Balçova-İzmir and .....................................................................
dwelling in the address of .................................................................................
( should be referred as Exhibitor ).
2) STAND CONSTRUCTION: “14th AGROEXPO” International Agriculture,
Greenhouse and Livestock Exhibition will be held at "FUAR IZMIR" in Gaziemir
from 7- 10 February 2019
3) STAND AREA: A stand reserved for the exhibitor by Orion Fuarcılık in return
for a certain fee provided that all responsibilities shall be on account of the
exhibitor.
4) EXHIBITOR: The person who has the company stamp and authorized
signature at this contract is a natural or a legal person that agrees to follow the
General Participation Conditions and to participate as with a stand or without a
stand to the Orion Fuarcılık mentioned in this contract. The title of the natural
or legal person written in above of the contract will be used as an EXHIBITOR.
5) CO-EXHIBITOR: The company exhibiting with the main exhibitor at the same
stand which is have to pay EUR 280.00 and be indicated on the first page of the
contract.

II. Opening Hours for Visitors
7-8-9 February 2019
For exhibitor: 09:00-18:00
For visitors: 10:00-18:00
10 February 2019
For exhibitors: 09:00-17:00
For visitors: 10:00-17:00

III.The Liabilities of Orion Fuarcılık
1) Stand rental value is to be calculated by 1 m2 unit, Orion Fuarcılık, it has
undertaken the following services included in the price.
a- Rental of stand area
b- The participation to whom has a stand; up to 40m2 will be provided 1 table
and 2 chairs and over 40 m2, 2 table and 4 chairs will be provided
c- Interior and exterior lighting and electrical connection of the exhibition area
d- Orion F u a r cı l ı k is responsible for the general security of the exhibition area
and halls.
e- Orion Fuarcılık will provide first-aid services and organize the general cleaning
of the exhibition area (not including the stand cleaning). The participant must
leave their trash in front of their stand every evening.
f- Stand name of the companies would be drawned up and hanged by Orion
Fuarcılık. (for full service stands and superior stands)
g- Participants can not copy the posters and invitations without the permission
of Orion Fuarcılık. Orion Fuarcılık does not accept responsibility in the event of
unauthorized publication of an invitation.
h- Participants' badge cards will be given to the participants.
i- To make overall decoration of exhibition area
j- To create consulting desk
k- To provide music and announcement layout at the exhibition area
expenses and also with his staff while making the construction of his stands or any
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l- To press and distrubute the exhibition catalogue contains information
of participants; Orion Fuarcılık, assumes no responsibility for the content
of the information in the catalogue which will be published by itself, and
printing error that may occur and for the information which is not taking
place in the catalogue due to not to be sent until the date of 5th of
January 2019. Participants taking part in the exhibition catalogue, can
not claim for their inaccurate, incompleted, and omitted information.
m- To provide the promotion and announcement of the Orion
Fuarcılık which means providing the reclamation services,
n- The minumum stand area is 12m2 for the participations,
2) Telephone, electricity, water and air technical services;
a- The deposit of 150 euros is requested for the telephone connection to
the stands. Total cost of the interview over the phone will be deducted
from this amount, the remaining amount will be refunded. Electrical
connecting and using the service is free of charge.
b- All these technical connections to the stands are made by Orion Fuarcılık.
c- The exhibitors are responsible for the damages resulting from
installation materials.
3) Orion Fuarcılık is obliged to provide a space in accordance with
conditions and specified sizes in the contract to the participator who rent
the stand and/ or to the participator who will exhibit his products at the
open area.
4) Orion Fuarcılık is obliged only to take measures on the overall security
of the exhibition. The parties agree that they have the responsibility of the
insurance of the goods in advance.
5) Orion Fuarcılık insurance coverage is determined below. Accordingly,
Orion Fuarcılık insured the exhibition halls in general. These risks are
covered by this insurance, general personal accident, classic fire, 3.
party in the form of financial responsibility, and this insurance does not
cover the commodities that participants exhibited at the Orion Fuarcılık.
6) Orion Fuarcılık, if necessary, without mentioning any reason unilaterally
is able to change the date and location of exhibition. Therefore,
participant agrees not to claim any objections in advance. Orion Fuarcılık
has the right to change the location of the exhibitor’s area and general
residential projects which is drawn for the exhibition grounds and
participants. Therefore, the participants agree not to claim and object in
advance.
7) Except of the Orion Fuarcılık participation agreement, the additional
requests, to be requested in writing by the exhibitor and to be
appropriated by Orion Fuarcılık, belong to the exhibitor and the costs of
these works invoice to the exhibitor in separately.
IV. The Liabilities of the Exhibitor
1) The exhibitor is obliged to take care of the stand materials given him
and not to damage to the stand materials and the Orion Fuarcılık area as
well.
2) The exhibitor is obliged to have Orion Fuarcılık approve the construction
of his stand or his any other display order and the compatibility of the
decoration projects with respect to the size and the overall exhibition
layout, if only Orion Fuarcılık’s right on inspection and modification will
be reserved.
3) The exhibitor is obliged to use all kind of his materials and an y
oth er disp lay configura tion, interior and ex terior decoration .

Orion Fuarcılık ve Tanıtım Hizmetleri A.Ş.
Onur Mah. Zambak Sok. No:21/A , 35330 Balçova-İzmir / TURKEY
Tel: +90 232 444 0 476 / +90 533 134 20 67
Fax: +90 232 277 39 04 e-mail: international@orionfair.com

4) The participator is obliged to make all his stand decoration before or after
the fair dates, exposition and promotion activities within the area that he leased
and he has to make sure that he is not overflowing from his stand. Otherwise,
without any warning and court’s decision, Orion Fuarcılık removes the goods and
materials overflowed from the stand area which is leased. In addition Orion Fuarcılık
may request its losses and may request penalty EUR 2.500 (Two thousand and five
hundred Euro) as well.
5) Orion Fuarcılık shall not allow use of carrying equipments such as
forklifts, handcarts or pallets at the halls after the time at 23:59 on January 31,
2018.
6) The exhibitoor agress to keep his stand staffed and not to clear it before the
official end of the exhibition. If the participant who removes the exhibits and
leaves the stand without any staff is liable to pay the penalty of EUR 2.000
before the official end time of the fair.
7) The participant is obliged to leave his stand or his any other exposition area at
latest within one business day following the closing day of the fair, and to pay the
costs. The exhibitor accepts and undertakes the responsibilities of any kind of
damages and losses that may arise during the evacuation of the stand or any
other exposition area belong to the exhibitor.
If the exhibitor will not clear his stand until 12th of February, 2019 up to
16:00, Orion Fuarcılık has the right to take all products belong to the exhibitor
outside without any warning.
Therefore, the exhibitor accepts and undertakes the responsbilities of damages
and losses that may arise and all costs that would be made, that belong to him.
8) The exhibitors will be charged for the additional services such as hotel
accommodation, shuttle and translator services if they request with the service
charge that Orion Fuarcılık deems suitable.
9) The exhibitor is obliged to complete the decoration of his stand and to make
his products ready to be exhibited before the opening of the exhibition, until 06
February , 2019 at 23:59.
10) The exhibitor is solely responsible for his staff that he would employ and the
goods and services that he would exhibit against the law. The exhibitor agrees and
undertakes that Orion Fuarcılık has no responsibility and he is the only one to
be responsible for his behavior against to the law.
11) The exhibitor accepts and undertakes that Orion Fuarcılık has no responsibility
he may be suffered from some conditions such as theft, fire, storm, natural
disasters, national security, war, general and specific strike and lockout or from in
other cases adopted force major such as the late opening, postponing,
interrupting of the fair, or not to be opened in advance.
12) The exhibitor accepts and knows the fair that he participates is the National
Industrial Trade Fair and he has agreed in advance not to make retail sales at his
stand. If the exhibitor start making retail sales at his stand, he fulfill all the
damages that Orion Fuarcılık has to face and also beyond the damages he has to
pay the penalty EUR 7.000 (Seven Thousand Euro) as well.
13) The exhibitor undertakes to take part in the exhibition by his desire and
freedom without being under any compulsion.
14) The customer rented the stand can not lease his stand to third parties in any
way.

V. Principles of Service Delivery
A- The Project Applications at Stand Construction that are belong
to the Customer
1) The exhibitor as he is the responsible for all applications for his stand, can make
his stand done by any supplier that he wants on the verge of all the expenses of
the decoration for interior and exterior stand construction. Therefore,
there will be no demand requested by the exhibitor or a supplier.
2) The parcels and corner spots of the empty space reserved for the exhibitor
will be delivered as colour marked to the exhibitor or a supplier two days (2)
before the start date of the exhibition at 9:00 am by the authorized of Orion
Fuarcılık.
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3) The architectural projects that the exhibitor would prepare by his own
for his stand must be approved by Technical Office of Exhibition Center on
time, on the date specified. Orion Fuarcılık has the right to check the overall
structure and compliance with the technical requirements of the projects
and to suggest an alteration and to refuse.
4) The Exhibitor and his contractor must comply with the general safety
and hygiene rules during their stand construction. It is not allowed any
application such as using water, electricity, compressed air,
communication lines, waste water located on the floor of the fair area
channels may interfere with the operation of systems.
5) It is not allowed to block fronts of the fire cabinets, ventilation
covers and emergency exit routes.
B-The Project Applications at Stand Construction that are belong to Orion
Fuarcılık
1) The exhibitor may request a standard stand or an empty stand from
Orion Fuarcılık at this contract. Orion Fuarcılık is free to accept or reject the
allocation of the participation’s this request within the framework of the
participation
agreement.
2) The standard stand prepared by Orion Fuarcılık consists the aluminum
profiles which are in 2.5m height white wooden partition panels and the
top link profiles. Also, the standard stand is a structure which is prepared
in desired sizes as partitioned or without partitioned, and which provides
75 watt illumination for each 3 m2 and which has the written stand name
of the exhibitor company on the top of the stand.
3) Orion Fuarcılık hands the stand in to the exhibitor two (2) days before the
opening date of the exhibition at 9:00 am . The exhibitor is obliged to make
his stand, which was given him by Orion Fuarcılık, ready to be exhibited
before the opening day of the fair until 23:00. Otherwise, Orion Fuarcılık
takes the designs, materials, which are remained after 23:00, out of the
fair area and collects the costs that may consist from the exhibitor.
4) The exhibitor is obliged to use his stand without any damage. It is
forbidden to hole drilling, drive a nail, paint, tape any kind of material with
glue except using the double sided/ non-marking adhesive, on the stand
area which is given him ready to use, and on the aliminium materials and
slat panels. Otherwise, the exhibitor will compensate both these damages
and any damage that he cause in the fair area in cash. The participant can
not take out exhibited products
without paying compensation for damages of the exhibition area.
VI. BASIS OF ADMINISTRATIVE
1) Orion Fuarcılık has full authority from the beginning of the entrance to
the exhibition area until the end of the exit at the fair area.
2) The exhibitor can exhibit his goods and services, special promotional
activities at the fair ground, at the plot allocated for him.
3) The exhibitor can not lease the stand allocated for him to another
person or assign it to others for any reason.
4) The exhibitor will provide an employee at his stand from the date of
opening of the fair at the latest at 9:00 every day and he will leave his
stand at closing time.
5) Maximum stand heights at exhibition area permitted by Orion Fuarcılık
are specified in below. The exhibitor is obliged to comply with the height
limitations at exhibition stand construction and placement of materials,
height limits and passes between halls.
a- It is maximum heights (6) meters at Hall A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1,
C2, C3, C4, D1, D2.
b- It is maximum heights (3) meters at Techical Office, Wc, Board Rooms
and Side stands leaned to the transition walls between the hallways.
6) The practices which are dangerous and environmentally harmful are
prohibited such as cutting a raw material, painting with spray gun, welding
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7) The exhibitor who has the higher stand among two neighboring stands is
obliged to cover the surface of his stand facing to the neighbor’s stand with the
separation material which is in suitable with the requirements of the aesthetic in
order not to block the appeal of the other stand in visually.
8) The exhibitor can notify requests of urgent additional services during the
exhibition to the authority of Orion Fuarcılık may notify an emergency.
Orion will complete the desires of participant within the framework of its
possibilities. Orion Fuarcılık will inform an exhibitor whether it could fulfill the
demand for supplies and services which are not currently existed, or not, and if it
could so Orion Fuarcılık will ask if the participant confirms the time and place of the
service and the cost of the service is approved.
9) The exhibitor is obliged to take out any of the waste materials other than the
household wastes without warning, and / or exhibition without the need for the
decision of the court. If this obligation is not fulfilled, the wastes transfer
provided by Orion Fuarcılık but would be charged to the exhibitor.
10) Visitors can visit the exhibition on the dates and times specified in the time
plan. Orion Fuarcılık can change the visiting time if necessary with notice.
11) Entrance and exit of properties are prohibited during opening hours to
visitors of the fair.
12) The exhibitor is obliged to notify of all kinds of mobile advertising tools,
public demonstrations, visual and audio promotional activities that he would
organize within the boundaries of fair area accepted by Orion Fuarcılık the
authorized of Orion Fuarcılık in writing at least 30 days before the opening of the
exhibition. Orion Fuarcılık has the right to refuse events that may cause problems
for other participants and Orion Fuarcılık with the security and application method
which is stayed out the scope of the Fair Project. The exhibitor should avoid
practices that will make the public announcements system can not be heard and
that will prevent the activities of other participants.
Otherwise, Orion Fuarcılık, has the right to intervene and urgently stop and fix the
issue.
13) The level of sound broadcasting should be set not to be exceed 70DB for the
promotional activities around the boundraies of the stands. The exhibitor who
does not adapt this limitation will be warned. If the warning is ignored in the
first five minutes then the electiricity of the stand would be cut off for 2 hours.
For the second warning then the electiricity of the stand would be cut off until
end of the fair. The exhibitor is fully responsible for any damages resulting from
the energy cut-off.
14) Orion Fuarcılık provides general fair security services. The security services
starts as soon as the companies enter to the fair area in the first day of the fair and
finishes at the last day of the fair until the leaving of the companies. Orion Fuarcılık
has the right to take security measures if necessary.
The responsibility for securing of personal possessions of the participants are
belong to the exhibitors. Orion Fuarcılık does not take any responsibility for the
exhibits of the stands. Orion Fuarcılık does not accept any liability for any loss or
damage.
Responsibility for the overall security of Orion Fuarcılık, does not cover damage to
property and personal injuries.
Orion Fuarcılık does not provide insurance coverage for materials and products of
the participants, employees, themselves and their personal belongings. It does not
carry any responsibility for the loss and damage that may occur in these matters.
The responsibility in these matters are directly belong to the participants. For
this reason, we suggest an exhibitor to make an insurance for himself, his
employees and materials and products exhibited in case of against the all types
of risks.
15) The exhibitor can get his own private security measures
depending on the nature of material exhibited at his stand.
The exhibitor who will get this own private security is obliged to notify the
authority Orion Fuarcılık about this application in writing latest 3 days before the
opening day of the fair.
Orion Fuarcılık has the right to refuse the security services of the exhibitor which is
under its own quality standard.
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16) It is forbidden to insert all kinds of flammable, combustible, explosive,
nuclear, biological, chemical material restricted by law that pose a threat to
human health and the environment to the fair area. All kinds of
transportation vehicle fuel tanks, which will be exhibited, should be empty
during the fair.
17) Fair organizators, without any prior warning and the decision of the
court, has the right without the obligation to pay compensation,not to let an
exhibitor who does not comply the general conditions of participation ,
disturbs the peace of the fair environment , adds supplements to the stand
area which he rents, and brings unwanted substances in the fair. Orion
Fuarcılık also has the right for the exhibitor mentioned above to close his
stand and not to have him to exhibit his properties.
18) Orion Fuarcılık will provide two forklifts and one crane to be used during
the stand settlement and evacuation of the companies at exhibition area on
February 5-6, 2019 and February 11, 2019 (two days before the start of the
fair and one day after the end of the fair). There will be no fees requested for
this service.
The stand preparatory working of the exhibitor should be done at latest 31
Jauary 2018 at 23:00. Otherwise, the exhibitor should pay EUR 100 (A
Hundred Euro) for each delayed hours to Orion Fuarcılık. The delayed time
should be maximum for two hours.
The exhibitor can not start to clearing out his stand before at 17:00 on 10
February 2019. The exhibitor should be done clearing his stand until 16:00
on 11 February 2019.
After this time, only participants are responsible for the safety of their goods
and they have agreed to pay EUR 100 compensation for each delayed hour.
19) Orion Fuarcılık has the right to intervene immediately to the all kinds of
practices made against to TOBB regulations and the provisions of the general
rules of the fair. The exhibitor is responsible for all damages and losses that
may ocur due to the intervention of Orion Fuarcılık when the participant
does not comply the contract.
VII.Stand Application
1) Orion Fuarcılık reserves the right to refuse the application.
2) It is not possible to claim a stand beyond this contract.
The fair organizator is entitled, without any right compensation, not to
accept the request of the fair participation, to allocate a stand under the
requested m2, to change the location assigned, to cancel the reserved stand
area.
3) The requested information must be completed in full and accurated in the
contract form. The fair organizator is entitled, without incurring any damage
commitment, to refuse the goods and services that has not been mentioned
or declared in the form of the contract.
4) The participation contract should be signed and sent back within one
week toOrion Fuarcılık in order to be official. Otherwise the contract will be
invalid.
VIII.The Schedule Plan
-Have decorating project approved : 5 January 2019
-Submission of catalog information form: 5 January 2019
-Submission of the catalogue advertisement: 5 January 2019
-Submission of the list of names of the stand staff: 22 January 2019
-Special Stand Regulation (by exhibitor) : 2-3-4-5-6 Febuary 2019
-Full Service & Superior Stand (by Orion Fuarcılık) : 5- 6 February 2019
-Opening : 7 February 2019 - Closing: : 10 February 2019
-Evacuation of the exhibition area: 10 February 2019 at 20:00 - 22:00
11 February 2019 at: 09:00 - 16:00
-Visiting Hours (7-8-9 February) : 10:00 - 18:00
(10 February 2019 ) : 10:00 - 17:00
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IX.FINANCIAL BASIS

XI.FINAL CONDITIONS

1) The exhibitor is obliged to make his payment transfer to the bank account of
Orion Fuarcılık regarding to the payment plan specified in the contract.
Otherwise, the total cost of the stand participation fee should be paid together
with the %5 interest (in terms of the total fee) per month for each delayed. In
addition, Orion Fuarcılık will claim EUR 2.500 ( Two thousand and five hundred
Euro) as penalty. In this case, if there are any payments made by participants
can not ask for them back.
In this case again, Orion Fuarcılık, will be able to allocate an exhibition area
reserved to the exhibitor with this contract to another judical or legal person.
The exhibitor accepts and declares that he will not have any objection if the fair
area is allocated to another judical or legal person, and for this reason that he
will not claim compensation, damages, expenses, and he abandoned all kinds of
appeals, demands, rights of suit in this issues.
2) T.C Central Bank effective selling rate is considered in all payments made in
foreign currency. Exchange differences related to fixed exchange rates
payments will be collected separately.
3) Stamp duty relating to this contract, shall be paid by the participant in
accordance with the procedure.

1) The parties , in one hand the company that accepts the terms of the
participation conditions by signing the contract and on the other hand called
Orion Fuarcılık- the organizator company- shall accept all written conditions.
2) All verbal agreements, individual approvals and special arrangements should
be confirmed in writing by Orion Fuarcılık.
3) All objections that would be made and the lawsuits that would be opened by
the participants should be made at latest within one month from the date of
theend of the fair.
4) Orion Fuarcılık reserves the right to make the draw or raffles for the visitors.
5) The parties have signed this agreement as a partner, within the framework of
the legislation, declare and they accept that this contract is a "commercial
contract".
6)In the disputes arising from this contract, the exhibitor accepts and declares
that the computer records and the boks of Orion Fuarcılık which are binding and
will be conclusive evidence are valid, that he disclaims inadvance in case of any
refutation rigths and objections against them. The company records and
commercial books of Orion Fuarcılık in accordance with article HUMK 287. is
exclusive evidence and can not be substituted with any other evidence.
7) The parties have agreed the addresses specified in this contract are as their
notification addresses. Unless the change of address in writing, all notifications
are deemed to be made to this address.
8) The parties have agreed and declared the signed text and contracts sent via
fax are valid and sufficient.
The correspondences via fax are valid and the force of the statutory
notification.
9) The Parties agree that İzmir Courts and Execution Offices shall be compenent
authorities for all disputes.
10) This participation agreement consists 11 (eleven) main articles and of 6 (six)
pages, and is signed by the parties in 2 copies.
11) This contract is regulated by the parties on the date of .............................. ,
and it is signed on the date of .............................. by the parties.

X.Termination and Cancellation
Orion Fuarcılık has the right to make changes the dates of the fair and cancel
the fair. The exhibitor can not appeal against this rule and claim for any
demands, damages, compensation to Orion Fuarcılık.
The exhibitor as soon as he signs the contract he would be accepted to attend
to the fair and then he can not give up participating unilaterally and he
undertakes not to cancel the contract and fulfill obligations-arising from the
contractexactly and on time. Otherwise, the total cost of the stand participation
fee should be paid together with the %5 interest (in terms of the total fee) per
month for each delayed. In addition, Orion Fuarcılık will claim EUR 2.500 ( Two
thousand and five hundred Euro) as penalty. In this case, if there are any
payments made by participants can not ask for them back. In this case again,
Orion Fuarcılık, will be able to allocate an exhibition area reserved to the
exhibitor with this contract to another judical or legal person.
The exhibitor accepts and declares that he will not have any objection if the fair
area is allocated to another judical or legal person, and for this reason that he
will not claim compensation, damages, expenses, and he abandoned all kinds of
appeals, demands, rights of suit in this issues.
In addition, in case of cancellation of the fair and the organization for any
reason, this agreement itself will be deemed as terminated, Orion Fuarcılık will
refundthe cost of the participant fee to the exhibitor in three (3) months. In this
case,the exhibitor accepts and declares that he will not claim Orion Fuarcılık for
compensation, damages, expenses, and he abandoned all kinds of appeals,
demands, rights of suit in this issues.
However, if the reasons of cancelation of the fair are relating to the force
majeure or existence of extraordinary situations in fifteen (15) days before to or
during the fair then exhibitor has no right to demand the return of the fair
participation fee.

SIGNATURE & STAMP :
NAME & SURNAME :
DATE :
Signature of this document constitutes legally binding acceptance of the Exhibition Conditions and Regulations.
This Fair organized by the approval of Union Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey according the law number 5174
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